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KNOW WHEN SOMEONE
MALICIOUS IS IN YOUR NETWORK

Detect cyber threat activity on
your network and improve your
network security 
We identify potential threat activity on your network
while delivering managed IT network security that is
flexible and scalable to any size business and is
tailored to fit your specific business needs. Detect real
cyber threat activity on your network and improve
your network security defense against cyber threat
attacks to your business.

No need to increase analyst hours or staff. We
investigate any alerts on your network, escalates real
incidents to your attention, and helps you eliminate
the threat. Improve your businesses managed IT
network security with Perch threat detection and
response platform. It’s flexible, scalable to any size
business and tailored to fit your specific needs.

Boost Defense

Firewalls are a perimeter defense to protect your
network. Shartega IT can help your business detect
what’s already gotten through. With Perch’s security
solution, your business has a fully managed IT security
solution that is easy to deploy and manage. 

Detect What's Eluded Your Defenses
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Shartega IT has partnered with Perch Security to provide a Complete
Managed Threat Detection and Response Platform for your business.  
We have integrated our monitoring platforms with Perch's security
and threat intelligence platform to detect and respond to attacks in
real-time.  We want to know immediately if someone has breached
your network, endpoints, or email/collaboration platform.



287 days

$3.86
million

67%

According to IBM, this is
the average length of
time for a company to
detect and contain a
data breach in 2021. 

According to IBM, the
average cost of a data
breach in 2020. 

According to Accenture,
security breaches have
increased this much
since 2014.

24/7 Security Operations Center
(SOC)
We can help launch your cybersecurity program, or add depth to the visibility you
already have. Utilizing our partnership with Perch’s threat detection and response
solution we can provide your business with a complete SOC to detect and alert your
business when a breach is occurring. Co-managed threat detection and response you
can afford to deploy anywhere to deliver your business with managed IT network
security.


